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The roof bosses in the chancel of Salle church are not,
strictly speaking, root bosses at all. A real root boss is the
keystone of a vault, which was almost always ornamented
with carving. In wooden root's, especially in Perpendicular
times, carvings were introduced to simulate the bosses of
stone vaults; these were usually worked in so as to form
an integral part of the roof design. The weeden bosses
at Salle are, however, detached carvings, which are fastened
on to the roof timbers up the centre ot the chancel. They
are round with cusps at opposite ends of two diameters.
The wood was probably painted; but all signs ol" paint
have now disappeared, and the grain of the wood is very

apparent in some of the bosses. The wood is very light
in colour; it is badly worm eaten, and other slight damage
has occurred.
The date is probably the. latter quarter of the 15th
century. The subject is the lite ol‘ Our Lord, beginning
with the Annunciation and ending with the Ascension.
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The style is peculiar, and it seems to me that there may
be some indication 0t Flemish inﬂuence; but I have not
come across other wooden bosses of this character with
scenes depicted. The ordinary wooden bosses, it other
than foliage, have single heads or ﬁgures carved on them,
not a series of scenes.
The individual bosses are as follows, commencing at
.the west end, as does the series at Tewkesbury; that
at Norwich commences at the east end :—
l.—THE ANNUNCIA'I‘ION. Our Lady stands with
her left hand on her breast and her right hand raised,
and faces the angel; she wears a long outer garment,
which is open in front and shows a close-ﬁtting undergarment; she has long hair; her features are so worn as
not to be discernible. The angel is kneeling on one knee
and is looking up at the Virgin. He holds what seems
to he a Scroll; one wing is shown and feathers are
indicated. Between the figures is a vase with a much
broken lily.
2.~THIC ADOHA'I‘ION OF THE SHEPHERDS. Our
Lady, holding the infant on her knee, is seated in a highhacked chair; on the other side are tour male ﬁgures;
the trout one. is hareheaded and has a long beard; he
has one hand plaeed on his hreastt; he is either sitting
or is kneeling on one knee, and looks towards the Infant;
he is dressed in a voluminous rohe, open in front, with
a wide turned-dmrn collar; another rolie is worn under.

The three tignros hehind are only partly Visible; two are
hareheaaled and Clean shaven, the other is bearded and
wears a high—crowned hat; one. ﬁgure is playing a pipe.
Between the tignres is a high manger, the lower part of
which seems to he made of wattle; the heads of two
heasts appear at the top ot the composition, and one. of

them has its mouth in the manger, in which some sort
of fodder is indicated.
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3.—THE CIRCUMCISION. Our Lady is seated in the
centre of the group with the Infant on her knee; she is
giving Him her breast so that He should be turning
away from the High Priest, who is 011 the left of the
group with a knife in his hand; the High Priest is
dressed in a voluminous robe with a tippet over it, and
with an undergarment; he wears a high two-horned
head-dress, and is shown with long hair and a beard.
Behind these ﬁgures is a man with one hand raised, the
other on his breast; he has hair sticking out on each
side and seems to be wearing a round closely-fitting cap.
On the right of the group are two other ﬁgures, one with
a high pointed head-dress ﬁtting closely over the forehead
and ears, and with a piece hanging down over the neck;
the face is bare, and this ﬁgure may be meant for a
woman; the other ﬁgure is bearded and has a round
closely-ﬁtting cap.
In the east window of the church of St. Peter Mancroft
at Norwich is a representation of the Circumcision which
bears a striking similarity to this boss in some of its
details.
4.—THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI. Our Lady
is seated with the Infant 011 her knee; she is crowned
and has a long veil hanging down her back, or possibly
this is meant for long hair. The Infant is dipping both
hands into a chalice-shaped cup that is held in the left
hand of one of the Magi; this figure is bearded, is bareheaded, and has long hair hanging down his back; his
right hand is raised; behind him the two other Magi are
standing, both wearing crowns; one is bearded and is
middle-aged, and holds a covered cup; the other is cleanshaven and young; he holds his right hand up in an
attitude of benediction; both of these ﬁgures seem to be
habited like the ﬁrst.
5.—THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY. Our Lord, seated
on an ass, is seen in front of a gateway with a crenelated
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parapet and two turrets; a smaller turret rises behind.
On each of the two main turrets is a ﬁgure, a man and a
woman, who are casting down some objects (Matthew xxi. 8).
Two old men on the right appear to be welcoming Our
Lord. On the left are four other male ﬁgures, probably
meant tor apostles. The whole composition is very well
carved, and some of the faces are very ﬁne and must
have been carved from living models.
They are far
superior to any of the carvings in stone in the nearly
contemporary bosses in the nave of Norwich Cathedral.

6.—THE LAST SUPPER. Our Lord sits at the far
side of a table, and St. John has his head on His breast.
On either side are three ﬁgures, and at the near side of
the table are four other ﬁgures, two at each end. This
makes eleven ﬁgures in addition to Our Lord, Judas not
being represented. All the ﬁgures except St. John are
bearded. There is some object, probably meant for bread,
on the table on one side, and in front of Our Lord, who
has His hands on the table, is a hole which looks as
though some object (a chalice?) had been keyed on and
had subsequently been removed or had fallen off.

7.7'I‘HE CR UCIli‘IXlON. In the centre is Our Lord
on the cross, the left arm being broken ott. 0n the left
Our Lady is represented as fainting and being supported
by St. John; two ﬁgures stand behind these, one in a
helmet, the other in a. high-crowned hat with a broad
rim and a piece hanging down over the neck. On the
opposite side there are also four ﬁgures; the two in front
have high-crowned hats with broad turned—11p brims. One
is carrying an axe with a very long shalt. Behind are

ﬁg'lllllﬂ RESUMEI‘lU',l‘,[()N. Our Lord steps from the
tomb and has one toot on a sleeping recumbent soldier
in armour, who wears helmet, body-armour, and a skirt
of mail; behind the tomb are three ﬁgures; one, only
VOL. XXV]
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two soldiers in helmets.
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partly Visible, is shown raising his visor and
gazing at
Our Lord; another has a headpiece, or a helme
t without
a visor, body-armour, and a skirt of taces; the
ﬁrst ﬁgure
holds a sword, the second a lance, which
is broken,- a
third ﬁgure is barely indicated by a head
in a conical
head—dress. Our Lord has one hand raised in benedi
ction,
and the wound in His side is depicted.
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9,—THE ASCENSION. At the top of the
boss, in
conventional clouds, the feet of Our Lord and the
lower
edge of His robe are shown. Below, Our Lady
and the
apostles are kneeling,- possibly as many as twelv
e are
shown, but the wood is decayed and it is not
easy to,see
how many are intended.

